GENERAL NOTES

1. MAILBOX BASES AND SUPPORTS ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:
   - TYPE A: SINGLE POST WITH BASE FOR THE MOUNTING OF A SINGLE OR DOUBLE MAILBOX WITH OR WITHOUT NEWSPAPER BOX.
   - TYPE B: A SINGLE POST FORMED FRAME (SQUARE) WITH BASE FOR THE MOUNTING OF THREE TO FIVE MAILBOXES WITH OR WITHOUT NEWSPAPER BOXES.

2. INSTALLATION AS PER MANUFACTURER'S REQUIREMENTS.

3. USE ONE OF THE APPROVED MOUNTING BASE, POSTS, AND HARDWARE:
   - TAPCO: V-LOC MAILBOX SYSTEM
   - USE OF ALTERNATE SYSTEMS MEETING NCHRP-350 REQUIREMENTS ALLOWED.
   - CALL ENGINEER FOR APPROVED CANTILEVERED SUPPORT IF CANTILEVERED MAILBOX SUPPORT IS NEEDED.

4. GALVANIZE ALL HARDWARE INCLUDING SUPPORTS, LOCKING WEDGES, BOLTS, NUTS, WASHERS, AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE IN ACCORDANCE WITH STANDARD SPECIFICATION 01891.

5. Use any commercially available mailbox meeting post office requirements and details on this drawing.

6. Mount no more than two mailboxes and two newspaper boxes using type "A" post. Mount newspaper box under mailbox and directly to support type "A." Mount no more than five mailboxes and five newspaper boxes on type "B" frame.

7. Mount no more than two mailboxes and two newspaper boxes using type "A" post. Mount newspaper box under mailbox and directly to support type "A." Mount no more than five mailboxes and five newspaper boxes on type "B" frame.

8. Do not extend newspaper boxes beyond the front of the mailbox when the mailbox door is closed.

9. Use 2 inch or 3 inch diameter U-clamps with 1/4 inch diameter threaded bolt end including flat washers, lock washers, hex nuts, and appropriate U-clamp for all depicted U-clamps or something similar.

10. See STD DWG SN 95 and STD DWG SN 9C for approved base details.

SINGLE AND MULTIPLE MAILBOX ASSEMBLIES
MAILBOX PLACEMENT DIMENSIONS

TYPE A SINGLE POST
(SQUARE AND TAPCO)
SEE NOTE 10

TYPE B FORMED TUBE FRAME
(TAPCO MAILBOX SYSTEM)
SEE NOTE 10

TYPE B FORMED TUBE FRAME
(SQUARE MAILBOX SYSTEM)
SEE NOTE 10

NEWSPAPER BOX TYPE A
NEWSPAPER BOX TYPE B
ONLY INSTALL NEWSPAPER BOX IF REQUESTED BY PROPERTY OWNER.

SIZE NO. 1 MAILBOX
(1 1/16 INCH x 6 1/2 INCH x 10 3/4 INCH)

SIZE NO. 2 MAILBOX
(2 1/4 INCH x 8 INCH x 10 5/8 INCH)

SIZE NO. 3 MAILBOX
(2 3/8 INCH x 11 3/4 INCH x 13 3/4 INCH)

APPROXIMATE MAILBOX SIZES
SEE NOTE 8

USE SIZE 1 MAILBOX UNLESS PROPERTY OWNER REQUESTS A LARGER MAILBOX.